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& (ampersand), 166, 167
& & (and operator), 85, 93
* (asterisk), 251–252, 260
*?, 260
@ (at sign), 23, 100
@@ (class variables), 23, 100
\ (line continuation character), 297 \b, 260 \d, 260 \s, 260 \w, 260 ^ (caret), 251, 260. See also regular expressions
: (colon)
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  instead of then, 84
  in symbols), 181 :: (scope resolution operator), 30, 185, 193, 208–209, 330 {}
(a)curly brackets)
  as delimiters, 161
  in regular expressions, 260
$ (dollar sign), 251–252, 260. See also regular expressions; variables
$?, 255. See also regular expressions
$: 202
$!, 141
$/ (record separator), 42
$?, 255. See also regular expressions
$*, 256. See also regular expressions
= (assignment operator), 6 =begin, 4 =begin rdoc, 345–346 =end, 4, 345–346 == (equal-to operator), 56, 136 ===, 88, 92 => (assoc operator), 141 ^=, 250. See also regular expressions
! (exclamation mark)
  at end of methods, 131
  as not operator, 85, 86, 93 != (not-equals operator), 86 // (delimiters), 250>
(greater-than sign), 56
# (hask mark), for comments, 4
#{}, in strings, 2
< (less-than sign), 56
  indicating descent, 17–18
<> (comparison operator), 17–18
<<
append operator, 37, 63, 129
concatenation method, 130–131
with heredocs, 45
and singletons, 109, 117
<<-, with heredocs, 45
<%%. See Rails, tags
<%e. See Rails, tags
(), parentheses,
  avoiding ambiguity, 85, 137, 162
  optional, 2, 22
  in regular expressions, 260
  and super, 18
%/, 35
%d, 43
%f, 43
%o, 43
%p, 43
%q, 35
%q, 35
%r, 250. See also regular expressions
%s, 43
%w, 46, 49
%w, 49
%x, 36, 43
. (period), 260
+ (plus sign), 252, 260
+!, 23
+?, 260
? (question mark), 256, 260
?...:, as shorthand for if..then..else, 87, 269
[] (square brackets), 260
| (vertical pipe), 260
|| (or operator), 85, 93
3rd Rail, 357
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accessor methods, 19
Ada, xviii
Adobe Flex, 322
alias, 199–200
all_symbols, 190
ambiguity, xix. See also parentheses ()
  avoiding, 123, 199
  hashes and blocks, 162
  line breaks, 285, 296
  ampersand (&), 166, 167
ancestors. See class hierarchy and operator (&&), 85, 93
Apache, 302, 358
Aptana RadRails, 358
arguments
  by reference, 129
  default, 124
  passing, 134–135
  by value, 134
arrays, 47–48
  &, 57
  -!, 57
  <<-!, 57
  +, 57
  appending, 63–64
clear, 57
color, 53
collect, 159, 190
compact, 57, 58
compact!, 57
concatenating, 63–64
copying, 53
creating, 48–50
delete, 57
delete_at, 57
each, 159
expressions in, 49
of filenames, 49
flatten, 57, 58
flatten!, 57
indexing, 52–53
iterators, 51–52, 159
length, 47
methods, 57–58
multidimensional, 50
nested, 50
reverse, 57
reverse!, 57
sort, 57
sort!, 57
sorting, 54–55
of strings, 49
testing for equality, 53–54
treating hashes as, 63
ASCII character codes, testing, 215
assert, 293, 295
assert_block, 295
assert_equal, 292, 295
assert_in_delta, 295
assert_instance_of, 295
assert_kind_of, 294
assert_match, 295
assert_nil, 295
assert_no_match, 295
assert_not_equal, 295
assert_nothing_raised, 296
assert_nothing_thrown, 296
assert_not_nil, 295
assert_not_same, 295
assert_operator, 296
assert_raise, 296
assert_raises, 296
assert_respond_to, 296
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assert_same, 296
assert_send, 296
assert_thrown, 296
assignment operator (\=), 6
assignments, 135–136
  multiple, 133
  parallel, 133
associative arrays. See hashes
assoc operator (\=>), 141
asterisk (*), 251–252, 260
at sign (@), 23, 100
attr_accessor, 21, 327
attributes, 20–23
attr_reader, 20, 182
attr_writer, 20, 182
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\b, 260
\b, 260
backquotes. See strings
backtrace, 150. See also exceptions
BasicObject, 29, 106, 142
=begin, 4
begin..end, 73, 152
=begin rdoc, 345–346
bindings, 334–336
block_given?, 171
block parameters, 70, 157, 168, 170, 179
blocks, 70, 155–156. See also fibers
{}, 70, 161
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  creating methods from, 332, 337
  creating objects from, 162
do..end, 70, 158
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  scope of, 168, 177
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blogs, 316–321
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  precedence, 93
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break, 75, 90, 158–159
breaking code over a line, 297. See also line breaks
breakpoints, 289. See also debugging
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bytes, reading, 247
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call, 187
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capitalization. See strings
caret (^), 251, 260. See also regular expressions
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  return values, 92
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catch, 94–96, 152–153
color codes. See strings
chomp, 42
chop, 42
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  as objects, 104
  open, 30
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  singleton, 108
class_eval, 329–331
class hierarchy, 15–16
class methods, 97, 98, 122. See also methods
class_variable_get, 331–333
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class_variables, 332
class_variable_set, 331–333
clone, 60
closures, 163–164. See also blocks
collect, 76, 273. See also arrays;
  Enumerable
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Comparable, 55, 206, 207
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copying files, 217–218. See also files
cp, 218
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D
\d, 260
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%d, 43
databases, 358–359
data hiding, 128
debuggers, visual, 226, 297, 357–358
debugging, 286
  breakpoints, 289
  with Ruby Debugger, 289
  watchpoints, 290
def, 5
default, 60
defauls, 60
defined?, 179
define_method, 188, 330, 337
delete, 62
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destructors, 11
dictionaries. See hashes
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ERb (Embedded Ruby), 313, 314
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FileUtils, 218
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L
lambda, 162–163
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